
We at Primrose School of Cottage Grove are very concerned by the fact the Senate is considering to 
increase the stabilization grant for FCC which may yield to reduction in per FTE grant for child care 
centers.  This would be a devasting blow to child care centers like ours as we are relying on the $430/FTE 
grant as a lifeline to stabilize our seriously hurting business while coming out of the Pandemic.  As a 
center, we experience not only more expenses, but also risk as comparing to FCC.  Some are as follows: 

- We are open more hours (12 hours)  and due to staff shortages management and owners are 
working more than 50-60 hours per week to cover significant gaps on a daily basis.  We are 
subscribed to 2 sub agencies and we rarely get someone to take a sub position because they 
also don’t have staff due to staffing shortages everywhere. 

- Expenses overall are through the roof since the beginning of the year.  Not only are our property 
taxes and mortgages are many times greater than FCC, but as we use and consume more along 
and with high inflation, following expenses are record high:  food, cleaning companies and 
supplies, insurances, trash, employee benefits, background checks, landscaping & snow 
removal, utilities etc.  The simple answer is not to just pass it on to families, as they are stressed 
with expenses as well, as a result have lost FTE’s.   

- The cost of hiring and retaining staff has gone substantially higher than ever experienced 
before.  Wages have significantly gone up.  With child care centers already having small margins, 
payroll increases has eroded most of the profits.  Even with higher wages, it is still hard to hire 
and keep qualified staff.  The cost of recruiting has tripled this year and once we train new 
staff  (which is also an expense), a percentage of the don’t come back after a week or so without 
any cause and then we are starting all over again with expenses to hire new staff.   

- Hiring is extremely expensive.  You set up interviews and they don’t show up.  In one week we 
had 7 interviews and none showed up, as a result, we have to constantly hire. 

- Parents are still hesitant and we have not had families come back and lost more families due to 
COVID-19 delta variant spreading and infecting children.  We still have not recovered from since 
the beginning of the pandemic.   

- We cannot open rooms because of staff shortages.  Lost opportunity.  We are stuck.  Whereas 
in-home you are maxed at a very limited level of children and staffing is significantly less (usually 
just the provider – this never changes) and much smaller expenses.  

- It may look like we benefit from the economies of scales, but our expenses are so much greater 
with larger facility and equipment and operation costs being much greater, that economies of 
scale doesn’t add as our fixed costs are so much greater and we have to have at least 60-70% 
capacity in our schools before we can break even, let along make any money. 

- To be Parent Aware qualified, it costs a lot to earn and maintain as we need to pay for staff to 
be trained. As a result, we should get the extra 10% increase per FTE for accepting CCAP and 
scholarship children. 

- There are significantly more expenses for staying compliant with regulations/licensing.  
- More risk – we are and will lose more families because COVID-19 delta variance is and will ramp 

up more in the Winter months.  Our fixed expenses will remain while revenue will take a big 
dip.  Business is very volatile. 

- Higher expensive for curriculum and assessments. High quality education can be provided 
because we separate ages and classrooms to ensure effectiveness.  High quality is very 
expensive to maintain. 

- In-home does not have the same amount of rules/regulations, staffing/hiring challenges, 
expectations, expenses or level of quality education.  We understand not all centers perform like 
others, but with the eyes of Primrose, there is no comparison.  

 



We are heavily relying and counting on the state to increase and if not maintain $430 per FTE amount 
for the grant to meet our increasing payroll and increasing  business expenses needs in order to stay 
afloat.  Cutting anything back will be detrimental to health and well-being of the childcare industry.   
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